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EVIDENTIALITY  IN  SOUTH  ESTONIAN*

The article begins by characterizing the possibilities of expressing eviden-
tiality in Estonian. It will then provide an account of the various types of
the quotative in South Estonian with a focus on the na-marked forms in
the Tartu dialect. We will discuss the functions of the na-forms and their
relation to the nu-marked past participle, which is also used in the same
dialect to express the quotative. The final part of the article makes an attempt
to solve the origin of the na-forms � did they develop from the potential
mood, or do they represent a specific development based on the past par-
ticiple.

1. Concerning evidentiality in Estonian

Evidentiality is a category that pervades both Common Estonian and the
dialects. Evidentiality is  expressed both by grammatical and partly gram-
matical means. Despite the remarkable repertoire of means of expressing
evidentiality in Estonian, it seems to remain in a framework that is char-
acterized by the following features.
(a) It seems that indirect referential evidentiality is the main type of seman-
tically marked evidentiality (see Willett 1988 : 56�63) (Figure 1).

EVIDENTIALITY

DIRECT INDIRECT

INFERENTIAL REFERENTIAL

Figure 1. Semantic types of evidentiality.

(b) Of the referential moods the quotative occurs as the equivalent of the
indicative, and the jussive occurs as the equivalent of the imperative.
(c) The entire conjugational system is characterized by the tendency not
to mark the person in those verb forms where the marked mood (or mode
of speech) is manifested. Thus, there are not personal endings in the ref-
erential moods, for example, in the following Standard Estonian forms:
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ma / sa / ta / me / te / nad ootavat �I / you / he / we / you / they are
reported to be waiting�, ma / sa / ta / me / te / nad oodaku �I / you /
he / we / you / they should wait�.
(d) Evidentiality is expressed both by specific verb forms  (e.g. vat-marked
forms of the quotative and ku-marked forms of the jussive) and eviden-
tial strategies. The distinction between grammaticalized evidentiality and
evidential strategy was suggested by A. Aikhenvald (2000). An evidential
strategy implies the use of a linguistic means that has another function for
the expression of evidentiality (e.g. indicative pluperfect: nad olid oodanud
kaks tundi �they had been waiting for two hours�).
(e) The formal means of evidentiality have developed through the regram-
maticalization of verb forms with some other function (participles: tulevat,
tulnud; the imperative: tulgu). The source of grammaticalized evidentiality
is the previous evidential strategy, for example, the jussive oodaku �he should
wait� has evolved from the third person imperative. If one claims that the
main function of the jussive is the modal meaning (see Erelt 2002), the jussive
could be regarded as an  evidential strategy even in contemporary language.

The evidential meaning is closely related to epistemic modality. The
more indirect is the information, the less trustworthy it seems to be, and
the other way round (Willett 1988 : 87; Plungian 2001; Figure 2). Compare
the following examples, where evidentiality is marked in the sentences (1),
(2), (4) and modality in the sentences (2), (3). Their interpretation is inter-
twined because the reported information is not fully reliable, see (1), (2).
The unreliability makes one think about the source of the message (3). The
report expressed on the sentence level fulfils the same function as refer-
ential evidentiality (4).

(1) Fillmore t u l e - v a t Eesti-sse loengu-id pida-ma.
�Fillmore c o m e - QUOT Estonia-ILL lecture-PL.PRTV give-INF�.
�Fillmore is said to come to Estonia to give some lectures.�

(2) Fillmore tule-b k u u l d a v a s t i Eesti-sse loengu-id pida-ma.
�Fillmore come-IND.PRS.3SG r e p o r t e d l y Estonia-ILL lecture-PL.PRTV
give-INF�.
�Reportedly Fillmore will come to Estonia to give some lectures.�

(3) Fillmore tule-b v õ i b - o l l a / v i s t Eesti-sse loengu-id pida-ma.
�Fillmore come-IND.PRS.3SG p e r h a p s Estonia-ILL lecture-PL.PRTV
give-INF�.
�Perhaps Fillmore will come to Estonia to give some lectures�.

(4) R ä ä g i - t a k s e, et Fillmore tule-b Eesti-sse loengu-id pida-ma.
�s a y - IMPS.PRS that Fillmore come-IND.PRS.3SG Estonia-ILL
lecture-PL.PRTV give-NF�.
�People say that Fillmore will come to Estonia to give some lectures.�

Figure 2. Semantic relation between referential evidentiality and epistemic modality.

EPISTEMIC MODALITY

(speaker�s evaluation
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The more indirect the
information, the less
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REFERENTIAL
EVIDENTIALITY
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2. Quotative forms in South Estonian 

The South Estonian evidential forms fit in well with the previously dis-
cussed framework. They have largely developed on the basis of participles,
as in the Baltic languages that are spoken to the south of Estonia (see
Mui çzniece, Metslang, Pajusalu 1999). The vat-marked quotative form of
Standard Estonian also originated in the South Estonian dialects. This form
can be found in all the South Estonian dialects, but it is more widespread
in the western and northern Mulgi and Tartu dialects. The semantic scopes
are also similar.

In addition to the vat-marked forms, the v-marked forms are highly
common, cf. olõvat ~ ollõv1 �is said to be� (Kask 1984). To a lesser extent
v-marked forms have been observed in the eastern Mulgi and southern
Tartu vernaculars; in the Võru dialect, however, these forms are the most
common ones. Historically the vat-form corresponds to the partitive form
of the present participle and the v-marked forms to the nominative form
of the present participle. The contemporary dialect reveals some differ-
ences between the nominative participial form and the corresponding quo-
tative form in some inflectional types, e.g. Võru käkvä �hiding� and käkkev
�is said to be hiding� (Võro-eesti synaraamat 2002 : 581, 588). In addition,
the va-final quotative form has been recorded in the western Tartu dialect
(see Saareste 1955, map 44), e.g. olõva �is said to be�, võtva �is said to take�,
which must historically correspond to the genitive (originally the accusative)
form of the present participle.

The be-marked forms are common in the southeastern peripheral area
of the Mulgi dialect in Helme, e.g. ei saabe �is reported not to receive�
(Tanning 1961 : 53). They developed obviously from the participial forms
of verbs with monosyllabic stems, cf. Karksi kiib �boiling� (Pajusalu 1996
: 175; the b-marked present participles are common in Livonian: jel̂ab �living�,
tul•b»˝ �coming�). In Helme the be-marked forms have become generalized
only in quotative forms, e.g. ollebe �is said to be�, pitsitebe �is said to
squeeze�; these forms are not used in the present participle.

The bev-marked forms are known in the southern peripheral area of
South Estonian that stretches from Helme to Central Võru, and even in
the Lutsi linguistic enclave, e.g. Hargla käübev �is said to walk�, Rõuge
laulbev �is said to sing�, Lutsi saabõv �is said to get� (Kask 1984 : 260). The
development of these forms witnessed the same process twice, that is, the
marking of the quotative, and a marker with a dual origin evolved. To the
previous be-marker was attached the v-marker, which is widely used as
a quotative marker in these dialects. Here the morphological paradigm of
the quotative was further unified. 

The South Estonian dialects witnessed an extensive and multi-stage
historical morphological grammaticalization of the reported evidential. This
is also proved by the existence of quotative na-marked forms having a dif-
ferent origin from the above-mentioned forms, e.g. kirjuta+na �is said to
write�. Such forms are used in the western group of the Tartu dialect, in
the northern area of South Estonian. These forms will be dealt with in
greater detail below.
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3.  na-forms and other means of expressing evidentiality in the Tartu dialect

The western group of the Tartu dialect (Puhja, Nõo, Rannu, and northern
Rõngu) uses na-marked forms in the present quotative, e.g. olna �is said
to be�, saana �is said to receive�, lännä �is said to go�:

(5) Nõo Karu o l - n a serände luum, et kui ta inimese `enne n ä n n ä,
sis l ä n n ä `külge, aga kui inimene s a a - n a ta enne ära eiduta-
da, sis v i s a - n a sitta ja l ä n n ä `mõtsa nigu räkin (Keem 1995
: 33).
�bear:NOM b e - QUOT such animal:NOM that if it human:GEN earlier
s e e : QUOT then g o : QUOT at but if human:NOM b e a b l e - QUOT
earlier off scare-INF then t h r o w - QUOT shit:PRTV and g o : QUOT
forest:ILL like noise:NOM�.
�The bear is said to be such kind of animal that if it happens to see a
human first, then it will go at him, but if a human can scare it off,
then it is said to give off some shit and go to the forest with great
noise.�

Similar na-marked quotative forms have been recorded also in the North
Estonian insular dialects in the Kaarma and Kärla parishes in Saaremaa.
These forms, however, will remain beyond the scope of the present article.

In the Tartu dialect na-marked quotative forms are used both in the
affirmative and the negative, e.g. murdna �is said to break�, ei murdna �is
said not to break�. Usually the na-forms occur without personal endings (6).

(6) Rannu Sedäsi o l - n a nii sordi (Keem 1995 : 114).
�like this b e - QUOT these variety:PL.NOM�.
�These varieties are said to be like this.�

However, the personal ending may occur alternately in the plural (7),
(8). In that case the following personal endings can occur: me in the first
person, de in the second person, va in the third person, e.g. murdname �we
break�, murdnade �you break�, murdnava �they are said to break�, ei murd-
nava �they are said not to break�. The personal ending is rare in the first
and second person plural but is frequent in the third person plural.

(7) Puhja Nüid om kõik külä lärä täis, et mee l ä n n ä - m e ommen liina
(Keem 1970 : 41).
�now is entire village:NOM rumour: PRTV full that we g o : QUOT-1PL
tomorrow town:ILL�.
�Now the entire village is buzzing with the rumour that we will go to
town tomorrow�.

(8) Nõo Sis na o l - n a `julge, sis `m u r d - n a - v a inimese ka ärä
(Keem 1995 : 34).
�then they b e - QUOT bold then b r e a k - QUOT-3PL human:GEN even
down�.
�Then they are said to be bold, then they can kill even humans�.

The na-forms occur also in the impersonal, e.g. murtana �is said to be
broken�, ei murtana �is said not to be broken�. In these forms the na-marker
is attached to a stem that resembles the impersonal present participle, e.g.
Nõo aetav �is said to drive� � aetana �is said to be driven�, Rannu antav
�is said to give� � antana �is said to be given�.
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As noted, the quotative na-marked form of the verb olema �to be� can
occur also as the auxiliary verb of the quotative perfect, forming a com-
pound form together with the past participle: olna murdnu �is said to have
broken�. In the plural the personal ending can be attached both to the aux-
iliary verb and the participle (9), (10).

(9) Nõo mee o l - n a - m e Alma liha ärä v õ t - n u - m e (Keem 1970 : 41).
�we b e - QUOT-PL1 Alma: GEN meat:GEN away t a k e - PART.PST-1PL�.
�we�re reported to have taken Alma�s meat away.�

(10) Nõo nüid o l - n a - v a kõik marjasuu mõtsass k a s u - n u - v a
(Keem 1970 : 41).
�now b e - QUOT-3PL all berry�s-swamp:PL.NOM forest-TRANSL
g r o w - PART.PST-3PL�.
�now all the swamps where berries grow are said to have overgrown.�

Past participle forms act as the indirect preterite in these dialects, for
example (11), (12):

(11) Nõo lamba o l l u takapuul (Keem 1995 : 34).
�sheep:PL b e : PART.PST back�.
�the sheep are said to have been in the back.�

(12) Nõo karu t a h t - n u mõtsavahti üskä võtta (Keem 1995 : 31).
�bear:NOM w a n t - PART.PST forester:PRTV lap:ILL take:INF�.
�the bear is said to have wanted to take the forester in its arms.�

No negative forms of the quotative preterite have developed. This func-
tion is alternately performed by the indicative preterite (es ole �is said not
to have been�, es murra �is said not to have broken�) and perfect forms (ei
ole ollu �have not been�, ei ole murdnu �have not broken�). Both forms are
common in those narratives, where past participle forms occur in the affir-
mative past quotative forms, see examples (13)�(15) from Rannu.

(13) temä [---] saapa p i d ä - n u paillu `aast-it `vasta ja mes pääasi,
nemä e s `v a i v a `jalga (Keem 1995 : 146).
�his boot:PL.NOM l a s t - PART.PST many year-PL.PRTV out and what
important they N E G.P S T h u r t foot:PRTV�.
�his boots are reported to have lasted for many years, and, more im-
portantly, they did not hurt your feet.�

(14) pilditahtjit o l l u külländ [–––] tüüpuudus-t täl e i o l e o l l u
(Keem 1995 : 146).
�picture�s-wanter:PL.PRTV b e : PART.PST enough lack-of-work-PRTV
he-ADESS N E G b e b e : PART.PST�.
�it is said that many people had wanted his pictures;  he had always
had a lot of work.�

(15) e i o l e sis j u l e - n u - v a - g i enäm sääl elädä, l ä n n u - v a
ärä säält (Keem 1995 : 147).
�N E G b e then d a r e - PART-3PL-CL any more there live-INF
g o : PART.PST-3PL away from there�.
�then they had not dared to live there any more, they are reported to
have left.�

Unlike the negative na-forms (e.g. ei olna, ei võtna), the negative form
with a nu-participle, as a rule, is not used (there are no such forms as *ei
ollu, *ei võtnu).
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Occasionally the past participle is clearly used for the present quota-
tive (16):

(16) Nõo Kui prõlla serände maruädä o l l u, et parandamiseloodust ei ole,
sis `l a s - t a - n u veresuun `valla ja l õ p e t a - d a - n u ärä, aga
vanast `tulli inimeselooma-l piinel-da seeni kui ta `kuul-i (Keem 1995
: 62).
�if now such rabies b e : PART.PST that hope-of-recovery-PRTV NEG be then
l e t - IMPS-PART.PST blood-vessel:NOM open and e n d - IMPS-PART.PST
up but in-the-old-times must:PST human-ADESS suffer-INF until he
die-PAST�.
�If there is such kind of rabies that is incurable, then the blood vessel
is said to be opened and the person will be put to death, but in the
old times one had to suffer from pain until he died.�

The forms of the previous example `lastanu and lõpetadanu show that
the impersonal nu-forms are formed similarly to the na-forms by attach-
ing the marker to the impersonal stem (cf. `lastana, lõpetadana). The usual
impersonal participle is not used for this purpose, cf. lastu �allowed�,
lõpetedu �finished�. Thus, one can conclude that the nu-marker has been
interpreted similarly to -na as the quotative. In the case of the eviden-
tial the shift of tense forms is nothing extraordinary. The expression of
the present by means of the past forms could be explained by the past
element in the quotative meaning, which give rise to such evidential strate-
gies as the so-called recalled past (17) and the past form of the pidama-
verb (18) in a non-past sense (for a more detailed discussion see Erelt
2002):

(17) Su nimi o l - i vist Mari? 
�your name b e - PST perhaps Mari�.
�i.e. your name must be Mari.�

(18) Homme p i d - i torm t u l e - m a.
�tomorrow m u s t - PST storm:NOM c o m e - INF�.
�Tomorrow there is going to be a storm.�

The tenses are shifted, for example, also in the evidential interpreta-
tion of the pluperfect and the perfect. Formally the na-marked quotative
and the nu-participle share a similar marker and additionally a similar
morphological mode of formation. Both of them have identical consonant
stems, e.g. pannu �put (past participle)� and panna �is said to put�, kõnelnu
�spoken� and kõnelna �is said to speak�. The assimilation of the stem con-
sonant into the consonant of the marker is also similar, cf. lännü �gone�
and lännä �is said to go�, nännü �seen� and nännä �is said to see�, and the
loss of the stem vowel in disyllabic-stem verbs with a long first syllable,
cf. murdnu �broken� and murdna �is said to break�. These forms differ only
in the type where the stem consonant has assimilated the n marker in the
nu-forms, as in ollu �been� and tullu �come (past participle)�. The na-forms
do not reveal such assimilation, cf. olna, tulna. This could indicate that the
pattern of the na-forms could be of more recent origin.

Thus, in these dialects we are dealing with a morphologically united
paradigm of the evidential, where usually only the final vowel alternates
in the present and past forms, see (19).
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(19) The quotative forms of the verb olema �to be�
Affirmative Negative

The present

(I, you, he/she) olna ei olna
(we) olna(me) ei olna(me)
(you) olna(de) ei olna(de)
(they) olna(va) ei olna(va)
impersonal oltana ei oltana

The preterite

(I, you, he/she) ollu es ole; ei ole ollu
(we) ollu(me) es ole; ei ole (ollu)me
(you) ollu(de) es ole; ei ole ollu(de)
(they) ollu(va) es ole; ei ole ollu(va)
impersonal oltu es olta; ei ole oltu

The perfect

(I, you, he/she) olna ollu ei olna ollu
(we) olna(me) ollu(me) ei olna(me) ollu(me)
(you) olna(de) ollu(de) ei olna(de) ollu(de)
(they) olna(va) ollu(va) ei olna(va) ollu(va)
impersonal oltana oldu ei oltana oldu

At the same time these dialects reveal va-marked forms in reported
constructions, where the va-forms could be interpreted as object participle
phrases (Keem 1970 : 18�19):

(20) Nõo Miinä ütel süäme ä l k - v ä.
�Miina say:PST heart:GEN b e - s i c k - PART.PRS.GEN�.
�Miina said that she was feeling sick.�

(21) Rannu ess ütel-dä pere maitsa s a a - v a pehme-t leibä (Keem 1970 :
113).
�NEG:PST say-IMPS family:GEN taste:INF b e a b l e - PART.PRS.GEN
fresh-PRTV bread:PRTV�.
�one cannot say that the family could taste fresh bread.�

These va-marked forms resemble the genetive form of the present par-
ticiple, cf. oleva �being (GEN)� � oleva �is said to be�, murdva �breaking
(GEN)� � murdva �is said to break�. Such constructions with the partitive
participle are likely to have given rise to the vat-marked quotative. The
participle was reanalyzed as the predicate and formed an independent
clause on the basis of the participial phrase (for a more detailed analysis
see, for example, Hakulinen, Leino 1987). The present stage of this con-
struction could be regarded as an evidential strategy.

The existing examples reveal a tendency to functional division between
these two forms. The va-constructions (20), (21) include an accompanying
phrase, and, thus, the reporting act is to some extent definite. In addition,
these constructions reveal a higher degree of temporal definiteness � one
is dealing mostly with the actual present. By contrast, the na-forms that
express the grammaticalized evidential do not include any reference to the
reporting situation, and also the reported event is temporally less definite.
They are used for general unspecified time reference often without any
reference to the reporting act, see (22)�(24).



(22) Nõo vakku `lamb-it `m a h t u - n a `paillu `lauta (Keem 1995 : 48).
�good:PL.PRTV sheep-PL.PRTV a c c o m m o d a t e - QUOT
a-lot barn:ILL�.
�it is said that the barn accommodates many good sheep.�

(23) Nõo vanatoÉnt sika näol k ä e - n ä, kaits `sarve pää-n (Keem 1995 :
55).
�Old-Nick goat:GEN in-the-form w a l k - QUOT two horn:PRTV
head-INESS�.
�Old Nick is said to move around in the form of a goat, with two
horns on his head.�

(24) Nõo ega suve-l e i l ä n n ä susi `auda (Keem 1995 : 34).
�nor summer-ADESS N E G g o : QUOT wolf:NOM grave:ILL�.
�the wolf is said not to go to the grave in summer�.

Most na-forms occur in declarative sentences and describe the general
state of some circumstance or situation. In such cases one is dealing not
with the actual present (and actual reporting) but with a general tense (or
an indefinite tense), the starting point of which is in the past and which
could be �drowned� in the past as well. This division has not become estab-
lished in the perfect as yet, where the na-form serves as an auxiliary verb.
Therefore, in most cases the source of reporting and the time relations are
more directly specified (25).

(25) Nõo Tuu o l l u perämäne susi esä-l tappa. Pääle tolle temä e i o l - n a
enämb ütte-gi sutt `n ä n n u ega laske `s a a - n u (Keem 1995 : 46).
�that:NOM b e : PART.PST last wolf:NOM father-ADESS kill:INF after that:
GEN he N E G b e - QUOT more any:PRTV-CL wolf:PRTV s e e : PART.PST
nor shot:INF b e a b l e - PART.PST�.
�It is said to have been the last wolf that father had to kill. After
that episode he is said not to have encountered or shot any other
wolves.�

The opposition between the definite and indefinite formal means is
more distinct in the present and in the affirmative. However, this dis-
tinction has not reached the more marked forms as yet. In fact, one can-
not rule out the possibility that the future development could lead to the
opposition of two grammaticalized quotative forms (the definite va-form
and the indefinite na-form). The previous data about the Estonian evi-
dential and the widespread use of the vat-marked quotative do not indi-
cate that degrees of definiteness could show a tendency to be distinguished
in the future. On the other hand, a scale of definiteness of the informa-
tion would be in line with the established scale of epistemic modality. In
the first the information would be more or less precise and in the second
case it would be more or less probable.

The existing data and the possible future developments suggest a ten-
dency to the functional division, as depicted in Table 1. In the case of the
va-construction both the reporting act and the time of the event are spec-
ified; in the case of the na-construction, however, they are unspecified.
The definiteness of the reporting act is not manifested in the past forms,
but the tenses reveal a well-known opposition. The preterite focuses on
some definite event, but the perfect focuses on events taking place at some
indefinite time, cf. the tense forms in example (25).
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Table 1

The tendencies for distinguishing the sources of information 
and time relations of the quotative

Reporting act and / or time of the event DEFINITE INDEFINITE

present -va -na
(actual present) (general present)

past -nu olna + -nu
(simple past) (perfect)

4. On the origin of the na-forms

There are two assumptions concerning the origin of the na-marked forms:
(1) they developed from the ne-marked potential, (2) they developed from
the nu-marked past participle. The stem of the na-form has the same origin
as both probable sources. Below we will explore the arguments for and
against these assumptions. 

4.1. Potential -ne > na / nä

Nowadays the potential mood is absent from those subdialects where the
na-forms are used. It is semantically fully conceivable that the potential
forms may have developed into quotative forms:
� epistemic modality and evidentiality are interrelated and often develop
into each other. On the one hand, evidentiality is accompanied by proba-
bility implications and the other way round, see (1)�(4). On the other
hand, the conditional, the subjunctive, and other constructions expressing
unreality or assumption can be used as evidential strategies (e.g. in French,
Finnish, and German). The Estonian pidi-construction is one such case (18).
In Old Written South Estonian one can come across potential forms that
can be interpreted as quotative forms: kas tulnes �will he actually come� =
�is he said to come�, mis tennes �what could he do� = �what is he said to
do� (Gutslaff 1998);
� the marked moods serve as a source of evidential strategies. The exist-
ing descriptions of other languages that are known to us do not reveal
any such strategies could grammaticalize into evidential forms. However,
the Estonian jussive could qualify as such a case;
� the tense meaning  has not changed;
� it is possible to compare the clear-cut functional change (together with
the formal change) in the western subdialects of the Tartu dialect, where
the potential has disappeared, and the retention of the potential in the
southern West Võru subdialects, where the quotative is expressed by the
v-marked forms (Keem 1970).

The change -ne > -na/-nä is phonetically conceivable as well because
� as a rule, the na-form is formed on the basis of the same stem that was
assumedly used for the one-time potential; 
� one cannot rule out the change e, õ > ä, a in non-initial syllables (Pa-
jusalu 2000). In the dialects under discussion one can find in some other
suffixes a, ä in place of the anticipated e, e.g. mitma �a few (gen)� pro
mitme, obesa �of the horse� pro obese, valitsaja �ruler� pro valitseja etc.
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However, the nature of the generalized form without the final -s poses
a problem. Assuming that the paradigm gave rise to the generalized unmarked
personal form, the unmarked form must have been the third person, where
-s occurs in the word-final position (e.g. olnõs, lännes). But these dialects
do not reveal any apocope of s. The ne-form without the final consonant
occurred, in fact, in the first person, which is a marked member of the cat-
egory of person. Here the South Estonian potential reveals a disagreement
between the actual and formal markedness of the person. Formally the first
person is unmarked, but actually it is the third person that is unmarked.
One might assume that the formally unmarked form has become gener-
alized. It is in line with the fact that usually forms without the personal
forms tend to become generalized. Quotative forms without personal end-
ings are used in Estonian, and personal endings tend to disappear in other
moods as well.

4.2. Past participle nu > na

One can find some arguments in favour of this change as well:
� quotative participles are common in the Baltic areal;
� the participle shows an especially strong tendency for grammaticalization
in various functions in the South Estonian dialect area. In the Tartu and
Mulgi dialects the grammaticalization of the participle is at least as common
as in the Võru dialect. In fact, such forms as ärnu tulnu �you shouldn�t have
come� where the participial marker is attached to the prohibitive form has
been recorded in these subdialects of the western group of Tartu;
� the Mulgi dialect, which is spoken in the immediate neighbourhood of
the western group of the Tartu dialect, reveals the ne-marked past par-
ticiple, e.g. sündüne �born�, küsüne �asked�, kasune �used� (see Pajusalu 1996
: 180�181);
� It is conceivable that the quotative paradigm may be formally uniform.
In that case the entire new paradigm would be built up from a single foun-
dation, that is the paradigm of the past participle. The marker -na is attached
to the same stem as -nu with the difference that there is no assimilation
of the consonant in the marker (ol+nu > ollu, ol+na > olna), the identity
of the na-suffix is always retained. This would point to active word syntax.

At the same the semantic change involves some problems that call for
explanation:
� The splitting of the time relation arouses some suspicion. The change of
the temporal meaning is possible because the quotative includes a refer-
ence to a past informational act. In addition, the na-forms have an indef-
inite general temporal meaning. On the other hand, the opposition past �
non-past is the most important opposition in the Estonian tense system.
Could it have become neutralized on a systematic basis in the quotative,
which is frequently used with reference to the past (discussing something
that happened according to someone�s report) rather than with reference
to the present? There are two possible paths of development:
(a) Functional changes in the past participle form. The formal predicate of
the past participle has been used in South Estonian both as the indicative
past form and in the meaning of the conditional mood with the indefinite
time and indefinite truth value (Muiçzniece, Pajusalu 1997). For example,
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the non-temporal form of the Russian conditional is also based on the past
participle. Why cannot then the South Estonian past participle in its indica-
tive and conditional use be interpreted as a quotative form with an indef-
inite meaning?
b) The use of the past form in the function of the present quotative has
already expanded (16), (18). Two contributing factors are responsible for
this development: the use of the past participle form as the quotative past
and the retrospective meaning that derives from the quotative;
� The direct change nu > na is impossible; an intermediate stage ne is
needed (u is reduced into e).

Figure 3 summarizes both possible developments.

Figure 3. Possible sources of the na-quotative.

Conclusion

One could state the hypothesis that the na-marked quotative forms may
have developed from the potential seems more plausible. At the same time
this development has taken place in the paradigmatic framework of the
quotative use of the nu-marked past participles, which has yielded a for-
mally clear and compact quotative paradigm with the na-forms being its
most regular part.

Abbreviations

3PL � 3rd person plural; 3SG � 3rd person singular; CL � discourse clitic; GEN �
genetive; ILL � illative; IMPS � impersonal; IND � indicative; INESS � ines-
sive; INF � infinitive; PART � participle; PRS � present tense; PRTV � parti-
tive, QUOT � quotative; TRANSL � translative.
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V\RAWENIE  ÅVIDENCIAL≤NOSTI  V  ŒWNOÅSTONSKOM  QZ\KE

V statxe predstavleny raznye tipy form kvotativa v œwnoåstonskom qzyke,
bolee podrobno oharakterizovany formy nastoqYego vremeni s priznakom -na v
tartuskom dialekte. Rassmatrivaœtsq funkcii form na -na i ih svqzx s par-
ticipom proöedöego vremeni na -nu, kotoryj ispolxzuetsq v tom we dialekte
v znaäenii kvotativa. Na baze form na -na i -nu (napr., võtna, võtnu; olna, ollu)
obrazuetsq morfologiäeski rovnaq kvotativnaq paradigma. Tam we vstreäaœtsq
i referativnye participnye konstrukcii, v kotoryh mowno uvidetx istoänik
formirovaniq kvotativa s priznakom -va. Nablœdaetsq tendenciq razdeleniq
funkcij mewdu formami na -na i na -va: referativnaq konstrukciq na -va
definitna v otnoöenii kak akta informacii, tak i vremeni sobytiq, forma
na -na ne soderwit ukazaniq na opredelennyj akt informacii i peredaet ob-
Yee vremennoe znaäenie. V konce statxi delaetsq popytka reöitx vopros o pro-
ishowdenii form na -na — imeem li my delo s obrazovaniem, istoänikom ko-
torogo kogda-to posluwili formy potencialxnogo nakloneniq, ili we åto oso-
baq forma, slowivöaqsq na baze participa proöedöego vremeni. V polxzu obeih
versij imeœtsq argumenty s toäki zreniq kak grammatikalizacii, tak i logiki
zvukovyh izmenenij. Nekotoroe predpoätenie avtory otdaœt gipoteze o poten-
cialxnom naklonenii kak istoänike rassmatrivaemoj formy.
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